LEONARDO® VS MANUAL STAINING
LEONARDO®

MANUAL
STAINING

Unpack and Play Ready - Leonardo® comes ready to use with nothing to assemble, just plug in, fill the trays
and play

✔

N☹

KwiKey™ Shortcuts - Leonardo® features preprogrammed hot keys for faster command access throughout its
slide management software

✔

N☹

Leonardo® SystemVue™ - Interface window allows user to see at a glance system operations and various time
and condition details

✔

N☹

Leonardo® AirFree™ Filtration System - Need to Deoil? Leonardo® incorporates a highly effective air
filtration chamber that allows users the ability to deparaphinize slides without noxious odors infiltrating lab
settings

✔

N☹

DryWand™ Automated Drying System - Leonardo® features an incorporated drying station that can dry
slides in as little as 15 seconds. Users can program drying times easily and nothing more than a compressed
air connection is needed to take advantage of this feature.

✔

N☹

LeoMail™ - Whether you would like to email a portion or your complete data log, Leonardo® incorporates a
super easy interface for sharing information

✔

N☹

Automatic Backups - Never lose data as the Leonardo® intelligent agent will back up all data automatically.
Not only will you be able to save all protocols, but all procedure data is also backed up with no effort.

✔

N☹

Wireless Monitoring Device (optional) - Leonardo® allows you to set up your slides and walk away while
having a wireless monitor receive your desired updates throughout the slide runs. Alerts are customizable and
arrive via secure WiFi signal.

✔

N☹

Modify and Run Protocols - Leonardo® allows you to create and modify your protocols in seconds. Editing is
even easier as Leonardo™ allows you to insert or delete steps with single key strokes.

✔

N☹

Slide Holders - More than one size - Users can choose from large to very small slide runs. Slide holders are
available in 24x - 5x capacity that allow for effective reagent cost savings.

✔

N☹

Shaken not Stirred - Leonardo® allows users to include very precise agitation sequences as steps within any
protocol. Users can easily modify times and depths to generate desired results.

✔

N☹

Pause/Resume Feature - As part of Leonardo’s intelligent agent, one key benefit is the ability to pause/resume
a particular protocol or step. Leonardo® does all the thinking for you.

✔

N☹

Quality Control Systems - Leonardo® has numerous quality and safety measures built in. From audible
notifications & wireless messages, to safety location micro switches, all included for reliable and effective
results.

✔

N☹

Design and Craftsmanship - Leonardo® is made of nearly bullet proof acrylic, 304 stainless steel, polished
aluminum, and stainless bolts and fasteners. All wiring connections are hand soldered using high capacity
stranded cabling.

✔

N☹

40+ years of Innovation - That’s a lot of experience and innovation. “elja® designs and develops software,
hardware, medical devices, automation and diagnostic systems for use in a broad range of the life
sciences”...and that’s not just our tag line.

✔

N☹

HammerHead Warranty™ - All of the products we design, manufacturer and sell are guaranteed with one of
the best warranties in the industry. We offer a 36 month top-to-bottom coverage including technical support
and service updates. This is not a service contract, it’s included with all of our products.

☺☺☺

N☹
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